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USING HAND CREAM
IS FORBIDDEN!
HARD COATING IS A CRITICAL PROCESS
Who says it is good to use hand cream? On the contrary, it can ruin a whole batch of spectacle lenses and bring production to a halt. But quality
control ﬁrst has to ﬁnd out that this is the cause of the problem. This is just what the French manufacturer of hard-coat and cleaning machines,
SCL International, did at one of its customers. MAFO found out more during a visit to the company.

By Meike Rüppel

“W

e work like detectives and continue

and then immediately reached out for the blanks

And the company in Archamps has a lot of

in order to block them.” The case was solved!

experience with hard coating, going back

The cause of the problem had been found!

over many years to Jean Gehrig, Denis’

until the case is solved,” said Denis Gehrig,

father. He started in the ophthalmic industry

Electrical Engineer and CEO, during the

A CRITICAL PROCESS

in 1986 and two years later built the first

interview. A customer came to the company

In the interview Denis Gehrig underlined how

hard coat machine, capable of coating

with a problem after its quality control detected

important cleaning and coating are in the

50,000 poly lenses per day. He founded SCL

serious defects in the hard coat. SCL immediately

production process. “Imagine a line from A to

together with his son Dennis in 1993 and

set about looking for the cause of the problem

B,” he said demonstrating with his hands: “With

just two years later they built the first series

but it was like looking for a needle in a haystack.

our product we are in the middle of this line. This

production hard coat machines. Pure family

“We looked at the whole production process

isn’t an easy place to be because we can’t see

power! In the year 2000, father and son set

from start to finish over and over again,”

what happens either before or after coating.” As

up a new production facility in Archamps

reported the CEO. “We looked at everything:

long as the quality is ﬁne and no problems occur

on the present site, just 10 minutes from

from the machine, via the coating to the

this doesn’t matter. But if this isn’t the case, we

Geneva airport. Currently 32 committed

individual operations. But all to no avail. That

have to start looking for the reason and these

Employees work for the inter national

is until we happened to be watching one of the

calls for patience, experience and understanding

company specializing in dip coating: seven

operators”, he continued. “Without thinking

as the example above shows. “Hard coating is a

Engineers together with 25 Technicians and

she was putting on hand cream at her workplace

critical process,” explained Denis Gehrig.

Assistants.
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EVERYTHING ACCORDING TO
PLAN

a tailor-made solution. Only when agreement

they required for their machine. Next to the

has been reached does the machine go into

machine at each workplace there was a high

Denis Gehrig showed me round the family

production. The designer then starts to construct

trolley loaded with all the necessary components.

business with enthusiasm, despite the fact that

the three-dimensional frame of the machine

Each trolley had an A4-sized chart in which

he was about to revisit a customer in India.

using 3D-CAD software, keeping close contact

the employee had to record how long he had

From his bright eyes it was clear to see how

with the individual suppliers. In the generously

worked on the machine and which components

much he loves the company; besides old

proportioned and very clean production shop

and parts had already been used. This data was

American cars SCL is also his hobby! SCL

the Cadillac fan explains how the frame is

then transferred to a ﬁ le, providing all the

offers its customers individual solutions with

assembled to become the machine. The different

necessary information in the case of any

products in the ﬁelds of cleaning, coating,

work areas in the airy production shop can be

subsequent enquiry. “Everything is recorded,”

tinting and consumables.

clearly identiﬁed by conspicuous markings on

said Denis with a smile. In addition a dossier

The composition of a hard-coat or cleaning

the ﬂoor. Four machines were currently being

is opened for every machine. This contains all

machine is somewhat similar to making a cake.

assembled in the workshop. There were numerous

the data and information about the production

The customer speciﬁes what he requires and in

cable drums mounted on one wall from which

process. There is also a ﬁle index card where

what quantity and based on this SCL develops

the workers could obtain the different materials

all the sales details are recorded.
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said Denis Gehrig. Here, too, everything was

April 2010 the company began to expand the site.

done with great care and everything documented;

With pride Denis Gehrig explained about the

because if the orders arrive incomplete at the

restructuring and expansion of the family business:

customer’s and thus production is delayed it

“We have increased our production area on the

costs not only time but money.

6000 m2 site from 900 to 3000m2 giving us twice
as many workplaces for assembling and testing

IT´S COMPLETELY SECURE

our machines.” Here and there some things still

The visit suddenly came to an end for the time

need to be done but the majority of the work has

being in front of a yellow door. Behind it was

now been completed. Denis Gehrig led on through

the secure area of SCL. Through a window in

the new and old areas: Past a new empty room

the door an employee could be seen in the

with a shiny yellow ﬂoor destined to become the

distance in the long hall preparing the orders

new spare parts store and on to the new, modern

for dispatch. But this was not just a matter of

ofﬁce area where the staff were hard at work.

packing up, addressing and off. First of all it

We then went into the fully equipped and air-

HAND-IN-HAND

is necessary to determine how the order is to

conditioned training room. Here the eye was

But how long does a Technician need to

be sent: by ship or by plane. Depending on this,

immediately caught by the impressive blown-up

assemble a cleaning or hard-coating machine

precise guidelines must be strictly followed

photographs of surface defects spotted during

and how heavy can it be? Depending on the

and this is not so easy because each country

quality control at the company. This room is used

type of machine, assembly may take up to ﬁve

has its own speciﬁc rules and regulations. To

both for training customers and employees. In the

weeks. Each component is mounted by hand

keep abreast of these, the Cadillac driver has

adjacent room is the SCL laboratory where quality

and every cable or tube has to be fitted

a large ﬁle on the topic in his ofﬁce. You have

control and measurements are carried out. Here,

individually. Technicians and Engineers work

to know what you are doing to send certiﬁed

too, the different areas can be clearly distinguished

closely together. Due to the individual

machines all over the world. All SCL machines

by markings on the ﬂoor and the CEO has taken

conﬁguration of the machines the weight can

are certiﬁed to the CE and ATEX standards.

great care to ensure the protection of his employees.

vary enormously. “The ﬁnished machine may

The company’s engineers are able to determine

He points out the eye baths and breathing masks

weigh anything from 500 kg up to three tons

the ATEX level for all applications and

on the wall. Everything has been well thought out

and more,” explained Denis Gehrig.

installations in any laboratory. SCL also self-

and organized down to the last detail. But what

Behind the machines being assembled in the

certifies all internal components of the

about the future of the company?

production hall, ultrasonic sounds could be heard.

machines. “This makes it easier to satisfy the

A large machine was undergoing ﬁnal testing.

different customs regulations worldwide,”

KEEP ONE´S EYES PEELED

SCL invites its customers to be present during

explains Denis Gehrig. But how many machines

Denis Gehrig sees a bright future for SCL. But

these tests. The trials are carried out with alcohol

does SCL dispatch worldwide each year?

in reply to the question whether the future of

and not with actual coating material, as the

“About 30 to 35 machines. This makes up about

the company is secure he makes one thing very

solvents released would render the work

70 percent of our turnover,” replies the

clear: “No! We have to take care and not just

impossible. Only after the machine has passed

entrepreneur’s son. The remaining 30 percent

sit back and relax!”

all the required tests can it be dispatched. A further

is made up of consumables. Then he produced

Many customers are already equipped with

four days are then required for installation at the

the key to the yellow door from his pocket and

SCL machines. Thus he sees the future in

customer’s site: Two days for assembling the

opened it, allowing a brief look in. The room

taking care of existing customers, acquiring

machine, one day for instruction at the machine

was equipped with a camera and here too every

new ones and in developing new markets

and a further day for the start of production.

operation was recorded. “100 percent secure,”

particularly in Asia.

During the visit one person in particular

he stressed, adding not for the last time: “We

attracted our attention. We came across him

always try to be well organized.” The door was

in nearly every department of the company.

then closed again so the worker could continue

He was Stéphane Ducruet, Production Ofﬁcer

his responsible task undisturbed.

and Denis Gehrig’s brother-in-law. He is
responsible for ensuring that the production

OLD AND NEW

process runs smoothly. “Everything has to go

“Look here,” said Denis Gehrig, pointing upwards

hand-in-hand,” explained the CEO.

in the production hall. The different colored paint

In a separate small room opposite the

on the steel beams show the old and new parts of

workplaces, blue work boxes were being ﬁlled

the company. “The gray beams are from the old

with components. “These are orders which

building and the white ones from the new,” he

have to be put together like a jigsaw puzzle,”

explained, heading over to where they met. In
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